F
OR OVER 30 years, computing has been pursued in an environment of trust with computing research advances and publications shared openly within a truly integrated international community. At the heart is the explosive 20-year rise of open source software a -shared touchstones sufficient to build enterprise-scale software systems and giving rise to multibillion-dollar companies and entire new service sectors. Furthermore, computing's unique capability for instantaneous translation from commercial to military use-download, build, and incorporate-make traditional notions of control g irrelevant. Companies face increasing assertion of national sovereignty and controlgovernment access to data, citizen data privacy rights, even information control.
h Universities and research institutes face increasing questions about whom to collaborate with, to share information with, and to allow to work on projects. At issue is the ethical and moral implications of research. Export control regulations proliferate, "deemed export" is increasingly challenging, and new regulations controlling information sharing and research seem likely.
Within science, the physics community has faced these concerns for much of the 20 th century, and recently so has the biology community. Within computing, the cryptography community is no stranger to these concerns. We should seek to learn from them.
Let me be clear, I am not advocating banning, control, or classification of research topics. The computing community is too large and international for any single country or organization to limit the progress in computing technologies. However, such efforts will inevitably arise, so we, as computing professionals, must begin the difficult conversations of how to shape the development and use of technologies so that they can be a responsible and accountable force in society.
Let's begin the conversation! 
